
Minutes Educational Committee — 16/03/2015
Present:

• Siegfried Nijssen (chairman)
• Jan van Staalduinen (DLF)
• Frédérique de Paus
• Michael Lew
• Jeroen van Oorschot
• Tobias Kappé (minutes)

Absent:
• Judith Havelaar
• Nelleke Kooijmans
• Erwin Bakker

1 Opening

Siegfried opens the meeting at 12:19.

2 Agenda

The upcoming OSOC meeting is added to point 3.5

The final agenda is as follows:

1. Opening
2. Agenda
3. Post

(a) University-wide educational committee meeting10

(b) Faculty-wide educational committee meeting (OSOC)
4. Minutes last meeting, Monday December 17th 2014
5. Proceedings

(a) Oral Evaluations Media Technology
(b) New evaluation forms15

(c) Current semester
(d) Functioning of the educational committee

6. Questions and Other Business
7. Next meetings
8. Closing20

3 Post

3.a University-wide educational committee meeting

Siegfried received an invitation to a university-wide opleidingscommittee meeting titled “Plan Do Check Act”.
A copy of this invitation is distributed among the members present. Siegfried recommends that everybody who
can be present should attend this meeting. This meeting will take place on April 30th from 15:00 to 17:00 in25

room J–02–025 of LUMC building 1.

3.b Faculty-wide educational committee meeting

The next OSOC (faculty-wide educational committee meeting for student members) will be held on March 25th
from 16:00 to 18:00. It is agreed that Frédérique and Jeroen will try to attend this meeting. Tobias remarks
that the discussion should primarily concern the educational committee-members and not the student unions.30

4 Minutes last meeting, Monday December 17th 2014

Minutes from the second part (notes made by Nelleke) are missing. Additionally, the minutes that were worked
out were not sent before the meeting. It is agreed that it is preferred to have these minutes distributed to all
members before the next meeting, preferably shortly after the meeting took place.

Siegfried needs everybody’s uMail-address to configure oc-msc@liacs.leideuniv.nl.35

R Everybody will inform Siegfried about their uMail-address.
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Regarding the complaints about printer usage, it is agreed that double-sided printing should be the default for
all printers, but configurable by end users.

R Siegfried will ask the ISSC to implement double-sided printing by default.

Frédérique remarks that a common place to store documents regarding the educational committee could be40

practical. A shared DropBox folder, for example, could do nicely.

5 Proceedings

5.a Oral Evaluations Media Technology

Jeroen and Michael compiled a summary of the feedback learned from the oral evaluations of Media Technology.
Michael remarks that the oral evaluations for Media Technology tend to be a bit more interactive, because staff45

members are also invited. As such, students can directly give feedback to the staff members and these staff
members can also respond and explain if they wish so. In the case of Media Technology, it appears that students
are not more hesitant to voice their concerns. Jeroen marks that the direct feedback does help, but the success
depends on the staff member involved.

The last oral evaluation was also held in this fashion. It is discussed whether we should implement such an50

evaluation for ICT in Business and Computer Science as well. Given that students can still give comments
anonymously on the written evaluation forms, the committee is generally in favor of trying this. Frédérique is
familiar with a similar setup for Mathematics; they also provide a free lunch for all attendees that helps boost
attendance.

R Siegfried will schedule the spring evaluations with staff members invited, possibly with lunch.55

We now move on to discussing the actual oral evaluation. One concern is that Human-Computer Interaction
had slides that did not match the other material and in some cases even were contradictory. Web Technology
had very poor results, as did Research Methods (ICT in Business). It is unclear whether attempts have been
made to improve these courses. In case of Research Methods, it appears that nothing has changed at all.

R Siegfried will follow up on improving HCI, Web Technology and Research Methods60

Some subjects, such as Introduction to Programming are received very differently by students from different
backgrounds. According to the lecturer, students can get an exemption from these courses if they are already
familiar with the material. It appears that this has not been made clear enough. With regard to Computer
Science-like subjects, this is also the case for some courses in ICT in Business. In case of Essentials in Arts and
Music, the inverse holds: students from an arts background find that they learn very little.65

R Siegfried will investigate exemption possibilities for Media Technology and ICT in Business.

Jeroen observes that there was no “General Remarks” section on this oral evaluation. He does have some
general comments from an online survey that his classmates filled in. These were generally positive.

R Michael will add general remarks as found by Jeroen to the Media Technology oral evaluation.

It was agreed before that the (global) results of the evaluations would only be communicated with the staff70

members involved after the written evaluations were discussed. The written evaluations are yet to be sent by
ICLON.

5.b New evaluation forms

Siegfried is not sure about the template form and about the additional questions that can be added. Jan remarks
that this will probably be discussed in full at the OSOC meeting. Most likely the new form will have more75

pages. Per-lecturer evaluations are also being talked about, such that students can give individual feedback.
Another question is whether it would be possible to allow staff members to add course-specific questions to the
form.

5.c Current semester

Tobias remarks that there are a lot of complaints about the homework for Quantum Computing. In particular,80

students complain that the homework entails a lot of (LATEX) work for very little insight.

R Siegfried will talk to André Deutz about the homework for Quantum Computing.
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5.d Functioning of the educational committee

Siegfried regrets that the minutes of last meeting were received rather late and above all, incomplete. Further-
more, for the next meeting he would like to have more members present.85

Tobias and Frédérique suggest encouraging individual members to fill in the Doodle more quickly; this also
helps other members in planning their affairs. Michael suggests to inform about the general availability of
committee members, to take into account when planning the next meeting.

6 Questions and Other Business

There are none.90

7 Next meetings

In the next meeting, we should discuss the questionaires and preparations of oral evaluations. At Jan’s sugges-
tion, this meeting wil take place roughly four weeks from now.

R Siegfried will gather individual member’s general availability and plan the next meeting.

8 Closing95

Siegfried wraps up the meeting at 13:43.
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